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Experience some of hot new artist and music from the midwest. This album features music with a mixture

of soul/r&b and that urban hiphop appeal, these artist are Midwest Hip Hop at it best. 12 MP3 Songs HIP

HOP/RAP: Hip Hop, HIP HOP/RAP: Rap Details: The Foundation Compilation CD is the first release from

Az-iz Entertainment, an independent label located in St. Louis, MO., a company built on the love for

music as well as developing and producing good artist. Educating the artist on the entertainment business

and treating them as partners instead of employees, is the "Foundation", Az-iz Entertainment Records

was built on. The album consist of the labels current hiphop roster of artist, who are hot and soon to

become a household name. This album is just a slice of the Az-iz Entertainment pie, each artist on the

compilation will release their solo projects with the first project slated for a Spring 2005 release. Stay

tuned to CD BABY.COM for info on these forthcoming albums or visit us at our website at

azizentertainment.com. All production on this album is done by the executive producer and CEO of Az-iz

Entertainment, Darren B. Hale a.k.a. Big DeNali, who's style is defined as HipHop with a R&B/Soul/Jazz

feel with real instruments with that Old School feel. Featuring St.Louis artist, Kevin, Young Carter, Double

O, Reign and Lo-Life, these young artist represent the next movement of hot,exciting music entertainers

to showcase from the Midwest. The things we think makes our artist different from the rest are their

styles, their stories, their message and they dare to be different, giving the music listener something fresh

and new to shake and bounce to. This album is a sample of the diverse styles of all the artist on the Az-iz

Entertainment hiphop roster. So be prepared, there's more music to come, So Show Your Love! *Note-

When you purchase the CD, email us your review of the album. We would like to here from our

customers, and let us know what you think of the project, good or bad. Our goal is to put out good music

and drawing music listeners worldwide to our sound.
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